
“Our charge is not to interpret or just know the world . . . BUT to transform it.” 
– RUBEN SOLIS, founder of the University Sin Fronteras

SYNTHESIS ASSEMBLY
Liberation Summer Semester
University Sin Fronteras & Project South 
August 29, 2012

GOALS: 
- to synthesize and articulate the knowledge developed throughout the course
- to establish an Atlanta Campus Working Group to move forward 
- to outline Fall and Spring Semester ideas

I. Introductions & Checkins

II. Read and Review the supercompilation of course writings

III. Review three primary questions: 

 WHAT IS COLONIALISM?
 WHAT IS DECOLONIZATION?
 WHAT IS THE UNIVERSITY SIN FRONTERAS?

IV. Small groups discuss one of the questions and present synthesis to full group for 
feedback and adjustment

V. Southern Movement Assembly
 Delegation from the USF
 Roles at the Assembly to document, analyze, and integrate into the University 

course work 

VI. NEXT STEPS – Atlanta Campus
o Working Group – How do folks want to support the continuation of the USIF?

 OLE – Organization, Leadership, & Education
 

VII. Closing reflections 

PRESENT: Rasha, Glory, Lizette, Kwame, Sokari, Jerome, Cita, James, Mara, Les, Steph, Taliba,  
Carolyn, Rita, Sobukwe, and Angie



SYNTHESIS STATEMENTS, based on supercompilation and brainstorm of concepts 
 
What is COLONIALISM?

Colonialism is an historical period primarily carried out by 
European nations that also has a legacy and created residual 
structures that endure today.

Colonialism is the control, exploitation and greed of the 
oppressive expansionists (colonizer) who disempower, 
dehumanize a people through force and brutality and thereby 
erode its history for the purpose of profit, greed, and expansion. 

Colonialism manifests itself thru and with genocide, slavery, 
capitalism, racism, patriarchy, and able-ism.

Remaining question: What is the first root cause of the colonial 
period? 

Control
Sites/locations
Structures
Exploitative
Erosion of history
Brutality / dehumanization
Transformation / 
transmogrification
Power – Disempowerment
Resistance
Profit / Greed
Result of imperialism
Binary
Cultural imposition
Expansionism
Betrayal
Crime
Cult
Normalized

What is DECOLONIZATION?

Decolonization occurs through community remembering and 
reclaiming itself.  It comes through self- determination, seeking 
knowledge, collective healing, and imagination, with a process 
based on a vision of dismantling colonial forces and seeking self-
governance. It includes the people’s ownership of land and 
resources. We understand that decolonization may not 
immediately end in liberation and thus is ongoing.

These are the pillars of decolonization:
- Self determination
- Open access to land
- Economy built on a vision of shared resources and wealth

Self-determination
Self-actualization
Language
(re)member
education
liberation / independence
ownership
community
massive effort 
& collective process
resistance
reparations
diversity
identity
history
revolution
cultural space
governance
empowerment
economy
healing
imagination / vision



What is the UNIVERSITY SIN FRONTERAS?

The purpose of the University is to create a liberated 
collaborative space where people are developed as independent 
thinkers dedicated to acting for liberation.

- The space facilitates 1) Unlearning; 2) Re-education; and 
3) Activation (and sustained action)

- Disrupting dominant ideas 
- Community-based 
- Not based in conventional, dominant strategies that 

support capitalism
- Goal of producing strategies of liberation
- Not competitive
- Open access to education rather than restricting 
- Circular – rather than hierarchical 
- to encourage, support, and further the students’ work 

on the ground
- interaction between learning and practice 
- sharing lived knowledge and reflection
- teachers speaking from experience and lived knowledge

Re-discovering history
Sharing untold truths
Learning and safe space
(about the real world we live in)
Leadership present, democratic 
participation
Affirming process
Composition of the group
Freedom
Collaborative
History
Resources – faculty 
Knowledgable and experience
Independent thinking 
Purposeful
Truth
Organic
Flexible
Living history
Awareness
Reflection
Revealed hypocrisy and self-
delusion of the US
Participatory
In-time
Re-defines community
Allowed for new ideas, 
creativity
Interactive
Legitimizes and documents 
community knowledge

NEXT STEPS 
Establish the Atlanta Campus of the University Sin Fronteras – AFFIRMED

First Assignment – Connect the lens of colonial and decolonization history to the history of 
Lowndes County as a site for the Southern Movement Assembly

- Create a process / map / pictoral tour: 
- Lizette, Cita, Jerome, Taliba, Les (Sobukwe mentioned original speeches we could 

download at WRFG)

WORKING GROUP: 
Organization (coordination: Lizette & Mara)
Leadership (students & faculty: Glory, Les, and Kwame)
Education (research & curriculum: Glory & Cita)



NEXT COURSE IDEAS: 

< Atlanta Landscape – History, power dynamics, social formations
- How Atlanta relates to the South and the Global South

< Questions that came out of Liberation Summer – What are questions we want to continue to 
take up?

< Each class could have been a whole course, maybe that could help spread out the history 

< Leadership and what it means to develop cadres of leadership in order to sustain struggle and 
to have folks who are able to step up when others fall - Glory will be happy to teach that class!

Dynamics to keep in mind in developing the next course: 
- Steps and stages of learning, experience, emotional impact
- So much of bringing true history to the forefront includes aspects of healing and trauma, 

pain and anger, dynamics of oppression and internalized oppression
- Ways for folks to continue the conversation, debrief the content with each other (pair 

system? Other spaces?) 
- Ways to make sure the class includes space for debate, conflict, and difference

Accreditation Question: 
- College level? Masters
- Maybe GED requirements could be met simultaneously


